
Wye Valley Meet Report 

What can I say?! Another weather fail for one of my meets. It rained both days of the meet from 
around 9am - 1pm constantly. However, it was still eventful: we found the bridge over the 
Severn was closed; I got scared on a (what I considered) slippery HS route at Shorn Cliff whilst 
Richard instructed me to “bridge! you must bridge, you must.”  

 
JB Pilon climbing The Phoney War (photo by Nigel Buckley) 

Of course, Richard cruised up it; later we found that JB forgot his tent poles; JB took a direct hit 
from a bird’s bowel movements; JB’s rental car got a puncture, and then we discovered there 
wasn’t a spare tyre. On the first night we had a very good dinner at The Boat, which is found on 
the river in Chepstow, just along from the very impressive Old Wye Bridge, constructed in 1816. 
We then drank beers around our campfire at the lovely Beeches Farm campsite, where you can 
actually reserve your very own toilet facilities (think this means portaloo next to your tent), which 
we spotted at least one of. We chatted into the night about various types of crane (not the type 
of bird), and the last time Richard saw Hazel, who had just confirmed she was driving to 
Wintours in the morning, when he ordered her onto “a slab recognition course’. Richard had 
no recollection of this, but as I found earlier, he is full of advice!  



 
Hazel Jonas leading the first pitch of Moth (photo by JB Pilon) 

After breakfast and a gorgeous early morning it proceeded to rain…and rain. We stood at the 
bottom of the excellent looking Nibelheim at Wintours, chatting and contemplating our options: 
go to the climbing wall in Bristol, wait for the rock to dry, or visit Tintern Abbey and have a beer. 
Richard, Rhys, and Danny voted for the wall, Dave turned up a couple of hours into the rain, 
and it was a pleasure to see him and a surprise, actually, that he decided to set off in the rain. 
Hazel, JB and myself decided to walk along the crag bushwhacking and getting wet to look at 
some rather poor looking easy multi pitch climbs, that just might be possible in the rain. 
However, this took up a whole load of time and then we noticed that the rain had stopped, but 
the rock was soaking and slimy. We decided to leave. Then, just as we were about to walk out 
of the gate we decided to look at Fly Wall … it was dry! 
So, we got on Moth, and achieved one climb for the day, which meant we got three pitches in 
total over the weekend. As we left we discovered the flat tyre, but the good people of Chepstow 
rallied and sorted us out. There may not have been a great deal of climbing success but the 
meet was great fun, and full of laughs. Maybe I’ll run this again next year …  



 



Nigel Buckley on the second pitch of Moth (photo by JB Pilon) 

Attendees: Nigel Buckley (meet coordinator), Richard Nadin, Rhys Nadin and guest Danny, JB 
Pilon, Hazel Jonas, Dave Wynne-Jones


